Are synthetic peptides real toxic allergens? A comprehensive literature review and update on therapeutic and adverse toxic immunogenic potentials of peptides - truth or dare
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Abstract

In the pharmaceutical industry, there is much debate about how to translate current guidelines on biotherapeutic immunogenicity testing into a real-life strategy that meets the regulatory requirements of newly discovered pharmaceutical peptides. This paper will present a consensus view on the essential elements for biotherapeutic immunogenicity consideration for pharmaceutical synthetic peptides to ensure patient safety and allow successful market entry. This paper's scope is limited to aspects relevant to the biotherapeutic synthetic peptide pharmaceuticals and does not include necessary academic immunogenicity studies. Medical research shows little support for antigenic or allergic reactions to short synthetic peptides. These negligible results warranted a detailed literature review to examine antigens and allergens linked to peptides.
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1. Introduction

Therapeutic proteins and peptides have been revolutionizing the treatment of many diseases for nearly 40 years. Different classes of biotherapeutics, such as antibodies, hormones, enzymes, growth, and blood factors, have become available to allow significant progress in treatment. It became apparent, however, that many of these products are at risk of some unwanted reactions, one of which is immunogenicity. A multitude of product-related, process-related, and patient-related factors that must be routinely analyzed during the therapeutic agent's clinical development to ensure the adequate benefit and risk assessment defines the immunogenic profile of therapeutic proteins and the consequent hazard to patients. Clinical immunogenicity effects vary from no effect, reduction, or loss of therapeutic effectiveness to severe complications due to neutralization of natural counterpart or general immune system reactions. Such unusual incidents often have a frequency of less than 1% of patients under therapeutic synthetic peptide treatment and only become evident at the late stage of or after approval of phase III studies. (I.C. Büttel et al. 2011)

Cosmetic science is a combined discipline of different scientific and technical subjects, such as genetics, chemical engineering, chemistry, psychology, and more. All novel synthetic peptides should be developed based on understanding skin and hair biology, as these are the primary objectives of cosmetic or personal care products. Water is the essential component of the human body, comprising 60 – 70 percent of the body weight. Next are proteins of around 20%, which not only act as the structural foundation for cells and organs but also participate in specific biochemical processes within cells to keep the body healthy. Maintaining water in the body is an essential function of skin, the largest organ of the human body, and the stratum corneum (SC), the outermost layer of only about 15-20 mm thickness, plays the crucial role of the barrier function. (Yamashita Y., 2015)

In the pharmaceutical industry, there is much controversy about how to turn the current guidelines on biotherapeutic immunogenicity testing into a research technique that meets the specific requirements of individual drug candidates. The structure and role of the over 400 biotherapeutics approved by therapeutic regulatory bodies in different parts of the world vary widely. (Walsh, 2010). These include peptides, proteins of low molecular weight such as insulin that mostly lack immunogenic reactions, in addition to the bigger complex, heterogeneous globular proteins such as monoclonal antibodies (mAb), as well as proteins of conjugation and fusion. Most large molecular biotherapeutics might cause undesirable immune reactions with possible safety and efficacy implications and differ in frequency and severity of their adverse effects. (Bhogal, 2010; Buttel et al., 2010; Schellekens and Casadevall, 2004). Although anti-drug antibodies (ADA) may be life-threatening to specific biotherapeutics such as erythropoietin or thrombopoietin with non-redundant endogenous equivalents, immune responses to others, such as most mAb products, are generally regarded as low risk to patient safety. (Berger and Niesner, 2011; Bhogal, 2010; Casadevall et al., 2002; Coiffier et al., 2008; Getts et al., 2010; Li et al., 2001; Niebecker and Kloft, 2010).
2. Peptides

Peptides are organic molecules composed of monomers of amino acids paired with amide covalent bonds. The shortest are dipeptides, consisting of two amino acids that are joined by a single amide bond, followed by tripeptides, tetrapeptides, etc. There are only three amino acids in the smallest natural peptide, a thyrotropin-releasing hormone. Peptides are molecules with a total of 50 amino acids or less. Medical research shows little support for antigenic or allergic reactions to short synthetic peptides. These negligible immunogenic effects, on the other hand, still mandate a detailed literature review to clarify possible antigenic and allergenic impacts encountered with some large complex peptides. (Sato et al., 2006; McGregor, 2008; Kovalainen et al., 2015). Recently, a new era of disease care mandated groundbreaking medicinal compounds such as pharmaceutically active peptides as insulin. Nevertheless, due to some of the peptides’ characteristics, such as low oral bioavailability and metabolic susceptibility to approximately 600 molecularly different proteases in the human body, industrial researches about novel peptides was neglected compared to nonpeptide small molecular weight drugs. Low molecular weight drugs were much more comfortable to manufacture, to administer (oral pill rather than insulin injection) and, superior in pharmacodynamic properties. (Pan et al., 2011; Uhlig et al., 2014).

Nonetheless, interest in the potential of peptides as diagnostics and therapeutics encourages some studies to improve productivity, change and develop synthetic variants to minimize peptide metabolism and allow alternative routes of peptide administration using different formulations that have led to an increased number of peptide-based drugs on the market. Besides, modern analytical methods promote the detection and identification of the medicinal potential of novel pharmaceutical peptides. (Gregoriadis et al., 2005; Vlieghe et al., 2010). Peptides have many advantages over proteins and antibodies. Peptides are more able to cross barriers and go further into tissues, like tumors, with their smaller size. Similar to protein and free amino acids, peptides of 2–4 amino acids will be consumed more readily. (Harris et al., 2012). However, for larger chains, the possibility of crossing the intestinal barrier decreases. Besides, peptides with proline and hydroxyl proline chains are more resistant to digestive enzymes (Sarmadi and Ismail, 2010).

Additional benefits over proteins and antibodies include more excellent stability, as long-term storage at room temperature and decreased processing costs than antibodies during detection and manufacturing, and are generally less immunogenic than recombinant proteins and antibodies (Ladner et al., 2004; McGregor, 2008).

3. Skin and skin sensitization

The skin is a vital organ that not only covers the internal organs and protects them but also provides an individual with a specific personality trait. The skin color, age, and health all play a role in social interactions and one’s self-perception. Biologically speaking, the skin is one of the most complex structures and the largest organ in the body. It covers an area of 1.5 - 2.0 m² and constitutes 16 percent of the total body weight of a human. (M.Z. Albanna et al. 2016)

The skin forms a protective barrier of the first line between the body and the outside world. It regulates the temperature of the body and the immune system, different for different antigens such as fever, infections, and contact hypersensitivity. (Tanabe S., 2007). Biologically speaking, the skin is one of the most complex structures and the largest organ in the body. It covers an area of 1.5 - 2.0 m² and constitutes 16 percent of the total body weight of a human. (M.Z. Albanna et al. 2016)

The skin forms a protective barrier of the first line between the body and the outside world. It regulates the temperature of the body and prevents excessive fluid loss through evaporation (A.A. Romanovsky 2014). Several nerve endings in the skin relay pain, heat, and contact information to the central nervous system, allowing people to interact with each other and their surroundings. The composite skin structure divides into three main anatomical and functional layers: a surface epidermis forming the external environment interface, a middle dermal layer, and a deep fat layer, also referred to as hypodermis of dermal white adipose tissue. (A. Zimmermann et al. 2014)

Immune-response molecules are called immunogens and consist of both antigens and allergens. Antigens include pathogenic substances such as viruses, bacteria, helminths, parasites, or other pathogens, or even proteins produced by the host. Typically, these antigens are harmful and cause symptoms of the disease that are different for different antigens such as fever, infection, severe dehydrations, or failure of the organism. Via interactions with surface-expressed immunoglobulin receptors, B lymphocytes need to recognize conformational antigen epitopes to induce an immune response. This process requires T lymphocytes for most antigens to help result in sequential steps of class switching, maturation of affinity and, the spread of epitope. A compound must, therefore, contain an antigenic determinant or epitope and must be of sufficient size to induce the activation of the lymphocyte necessary for an antibody response. (Tambe S., 2007).

Allergens are antigens of different types. Cells that produce an antibody can class switch. They start with IgM and can cause secretion of IgA or IgG to remain in the bloodstream or IgE to bind to mast cells and release histamine. (Goldsbys, R. A. et al. 2000). IgE is the antibody associated with symptoms of allergy known as allergens. Allergy shows many adverse health effects that can result from a xenobiotic triggered immune response. Allergens can be dust, pollen, insects, other foods, chemicals, drugs, and many others that are often harmless but still capable of producing unusual IgE on the surface of mast cells and basophils. The majority of allergens from the immune system, unlike a virus or bacteria, will not induce an innate response. Instead, it is a reaction that develops over time, often with no rhyme or reason as to why it occurs in some individuals and not in others. (A. Zimmermann et al. 2014)

Sensitizer potential prediction is a crucial step in risk assessment and a vital toxicological endpoint in the production and evaluation of ingredients used in cosmetic and personal care products. Skin sensitization, also known as allergic contact dermatitis (ACD), is a disease associated with skin-induced chemicals and cosmetics when a sensitive person becomes exposed to a chemical allergen. (Macmillan et al., 2016). This chemical allergen leads to an immune response in the skin, resulting in contact sensitization. Therefore, there are four main biological events underlying skin sensitization defined as (i) molecular initiation event; (ii) keratinocyte adverse outcome pathway, (iii) compromising gene expression associated with specific cell signaling pathways and inflammatory responses; (iv) dendritic cell activation through expression of specific cell surface markers, namely cytokines and chemokines. (Gerberick et al., 2004, 2007; A. Zimmermann et al. 2014, and, Natsch et al., 2015).

4. Review of literature

Most tetrapeptides are less than 700 Daltons, and there is little evidence to suggest that they can activate an immune response on their own effectively. Theoretically, based on their physicochemical properties and sequences of amino acids, peptides have the versatility required to be immunogenic. (Natsch et al., 2015) However, most 1000-2000 Dalton synthetic peptides in size are recognized poorly as well by the immune system and are weak immunogens. Many tetrapeptides are less than 800 Daltons, and there is little evidence that such tetrapeptides hapten can activate the immune response effectively. (Macmillan et al., 2016)

A hapten is a molecule that interacts with different antibodies but is not immunogenic on its own, but can only be rendered immunogenic by conjugating to an acceptable carrier. Only when paired with a larger carrier, such as a protein, haptens may produce antibodies. Short peptides are haptons, so they obviously can not confer immunogenicity on their own without the aid of a more significantly large carrier
Human IgE pentapeptide (HEPP) is another excellent example. Application of 0.5% IgE pentapeptide intranasal solution appears to be safe and effective in the treatment of allergic rhinitis. A recent finding suggests that tetrapeptide DYLK, when administered locally, can effectively inhibit the airway inflammation and airway remodeling of TDI-sensitized/challenged mice via down-regulation of VEGF, implicating a role in the treatment of allergic reaction in asthma (Ahn MH et al., 2008).

The skin is a unique immunological organ that integrates the external environment with the systemic immune response. To perform sensitization testing is an efficient way to predict allergens. The process of becoming allergic to a particular substance by an animal or human body is called sensitization. (Lian Q. et al., 2015) The most common form of immune toxicity found in humans is skin sensitization, which contributes to the development of an allergic reaction. The GPMT (Guinea Pig Maximization Test) and the Occluded Patch Test had been the most commonly used for the detection of an allergic reaction in the past. The murine local lymph node assay (LLNA), had become the commonly used and validated tool to replace the standard guinea pig test methods since the early 2000s. The LLNA quantifies the response activation process by calculating the proliferation of lymphocytes as a skin sensitization predictive biomarker. (Wilbur Johnson, Jr., 2013).

In recent years, regulations have created a strong incentive in the cosmetics and chemical industries to create non-animal alternatives. There were three research methods validated: the direct peptide reactivity assay (DPRA), the KeratinoSens, and the human Cell Line Activation Research (h-CLAT). It is reasonable to assume that if a compound passes guinea pig maximization or LLNA test, or has been negative in two or more of the three above-mentioned in vitro sensitization assays, it is unlikely to be an allergen. Of the few released studies, peptides, including palmityl oligopeptide, palmityl tetrapeptide-7, palmityl dipeptide-18, palmityl pentapeptide-4, palmityl tripeptide-38, all lack the potential for dermal sensitization. However, most cosmetic peptide sensitization data are not available because vendors and manufacturers are not prepared to publish these details. (Wilbur Johnson, Jr; Cosmetic Ingredient Review, 2014 and, H. Kojima 2017)

It is worth noting that the most well-known culprits of allergens are fragrances and preservatives in personal care products. Most of the allergic reactions occur on category-specific products such as hair coloring and other hair care products, nail cosmetics, sunscreens, as well as antioxidants, vehicles, and emulsifiers. There seems to be a negligible risk of immunologically serious or allergic reactions associated with short cosmetic peptides. The American Academy of Dermatology Cosmetic did not list peptides as common allergens. (Cosmetic Ingolikes and OVA 2014) Numerous peptides have entered the personal care market over the past twenty years. In many ways, these peptides have improved product efficiency, including anti-aging, skin-soothing, skin-brightening,anti-acne, and other beneficial functions. Peptides remain an essential ingredient that provides results-oriented goods for both the industry of personal care and dermatology. (Lau, J. L. 2017)

Work has provided important information on immunogenicity pathogenesis, including‘ classical’ immune responses to neo-antigens as well as the breakdown of self-antigens immune tolerance. At the same time, technology for manufacturing and analytical characterization has evolved and continues to evolve. Regulatory agencies are, therefore, faced with a highly dynamic operation. (Kovalainen, M. et al., 2015) Legislation and guidelines established to support drug developers and regulators are employed to preserve the safety of the therapeutic proteins. Such guidelines must be sufficiently precise and updated to take into account ongoing technical and scientific progress. Experts from industry, academia, and regulatory agencies worldwide in the field of unwanted immunogenicity discussed the phenomenon of unwanted immunogenicity from various angles. (Wilma F. et al. 2014) Many other researchers aimed at bringing the regulatory evaluation of immunogenicity danger to the next level: first, to improve the dialog on the implementation of regulatory guidelines on recognizing and managing the risks associated with undesirable immunogenicity, and second, to examine how to manage unwanted immunogenicity effectively to achieve an acceptable overall benefit-risk calculation. (I.C. Büttel et al. 2011 and, Wilma F. et al. 2014) Research studies in the mid-1990s presented the first proof that synthetic T-cell sensitive peptides could induce tolerance, and thus they were used to suppress IgE-mediated diseases such as rhinitis and asthma induced by cats and ragweed. (Briner TJ et al. 1993 and Peter Socrates 2014) Other researchers have shown that peptides have not led to an increase in the response of the antibody, suggesting immune tolerance. (Wallner BP et all 1994, Norman PS et al. 1996 and, Peter Socrates 2014) A critical benefit of peptides lies in their smaller size; i.e., molecules of insufficient duration to cause IgE cross-linking on mast cells and basophils can provide an advantage by potentially reducing the risk of IgE-mediated allergic reactions such as asthma, urticaria, or anaphylaxis. (Verhoef A et al. 2005, Larche M 2007, Campbell JD 2009 and, Larche M 2011)

Recently, a rise in the regulatory approval of peptide products is frequent. (R. Lax et al. 2012) Technological breakthroughs for peptide bioprocessing have evolved. Nowadays, multiple development methods are employed for the processing of peptide products. Some of these processing methods (e.g., enzymatic protein hydrolysis and microbial protein fermentation) are relatively low cost and can, therefore, tackle the relatively high cost of synthesis. (D. Agyei 2011) Besides, combinatorial production strategies such as chemoezymatic methods can lead to high solubility peptide production and improved profiles of absorption, distribution, metabolism, and excretion (ADME). (K. Fosgerau et al. 2015) Advances in bioinformatics and silico methods to model binding mechanisms and peptide metabolic profile when researching and linking peptide structure to their activities. (C.C. Udenigwe 2014 and P. Vlieghe et al. 2010) Development and promotion of peptides’ use as biopharmaceuticals should be openly revealed to users. With such regulatory advancements, peptides are expected to show amplified use in treating many health conditions as well as success in the pharmaceutical market. In the manufacture of polypeptides,
including tetrapeptides, state-of-the-art developments in the modification, formulation, and delivery of peptide drugs are used. (K. Fosgerau et al. 2015)

Peptides do not exhibit idiosyncratic toxicity, although due to excessive pharmacology, most adverse effects occur. This non toxic effect is endorsed typically to the fact that peptides are unable to enter cells and are unable to communicate with large numbers of intracellular molecular targets with unpredictable consequences. Besides, since most peptide drugs are very potent, pharmacologically active plasma concentrations tend to be well below 100 nM and do not seem to tax excessively the organs of elimination (liver, kidneys). (H. Kojima 2017)

The structural complexity and versatility of peptides offer the medicinal chemist several opportunities to choose the necessary selectivity, structural complexity, and size needed for each desired medicinal use. The necessary selectivity, which, together with low plasma concentrations, reduces the possibility of off-target effects and drug-drug interactions through transporters or metabolizing enzymes (cytochromes or proteases). The presence of injection site reactions following subcutaneous administration is an adverse effect that needs to be addressed early in early clinical trials. Many large and complex peptides and drugs of protein nature have the ability to induce degradamation of mast cells and release of histamine, particularly given that concentrations in the mM range can be found in the solutions injected. (McNeil, B. D et al. 2015) Fortunately, these reactions are temporary in most cases and not too extreme to stop treatment. Generally speaking, data on peptide immunogenicity is not usually reported in the general literature and must be retrieved from regulatory documents. A comparative study on the mutagenicity of various licensed products should be done and released to consumers to help them feel safe using industrially sound peptide products. (Madsbad, S. 2016)

In general, peptides are less likely to encounter unexpected safety issues during clinical studies. (Cathelijne Kloks et al. 2015) Although the median time from initiation of clinical development to approval is not very different from therapeutic chemical molecules, around ten years, from any stage of development to regulatory approval, they have a higher probability of success than such molecules. (Lau, J. L., and Dunn, M. K. 2017)

5. Conclusions

Most synthetic peptides whose size is in the range of 1000 to 2000 Dalton are poorly recognized by the immune system and are typically weak immunogens. Most of the tetrapeptides are less than 800 Daltons in size, and there is little evidence that such tetrapeptides can activate the immune response, and hence they are known as haptens. A hapten is a molecule that interacts with a particular an
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